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ABSTRACT
Online voting as an alternative to paper
ballots or electronic voting machines has
been proposed as a means of not just
increasing the number of registered voters,
but also perhaps addressing election
security and integrity concerns. Might
blockchain, a technology that continues to
attract technological interest. While the
notion of block chain is not always easy to
comprehend or explain, blockchain voting
may gain traction in the coming years as it
is studied for various sorts of elections.
Election officials, lawmakers, and vote
counters, at the absolute least, should be
aware of the possibility of this new voting
technique.
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1. Introduction
The paper describes a risk-free and userfriendly online voting system. The Online
Voting system is designed for citizens of
the country who live all over the world and
want to vote for their representative. The
election can be held in two ways: with

paper ballots or with electronic ballots[1].
Electronic voting refers to automated ballot
elections. The online voting system is well
developed, and the online polling system
can be substituted by voting properly and
directly online, with immediate results.
Blockchain technology is well recognised
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for serving as digital transaction ledgers for
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, as well as
for recording votes. These internet-based
methods, according to supporters, will
expand voter access to elections while
boosting tamper-resistance and public
auditability[2] A blockchain is defined as a
"single version of the truth" that's made
possible by an immutable and secure time
stamped ledger, copies of which are held by
multiple parties. The method shifts trust in
business from an institution/entity to
software, and it has the potential to make
many assets that are currently illiquid
tradeable, to allow devices to become
consumers, and to provide trust in many
aspects of business while reducing or
eliminating fraud and counterfeiting[3].
2. How the Blockchain Technology
Works
Within a blockchain mechanism, data is
secured via cryptography and new
transactions are linked to previous ones.
This makes it very hard for someone to edit
earlier records without first changing later
ones. Because the blockchain network is
administered by many computers or
"nodes," a user would need to obtain control
of more than 50% of the nodes in order to
make changes.
So altering data within transactions or
faking an identity would be extremely
challenging. Functionally, a blockchain is
simply a convoluted data structure[4]. Each
entry in Bitcoin’s data structure, for
example, is a transaction in a digital ledger.
The ledger publicly lists all transactions to
date, implicitly specifying who retains how
much money. What distinguishes a
blockchain from conventional data structure

is that it enables multiple parties to share a
data without centralized control. Most
conventional
databases
have
one
authoritative computer that governs the
process of adding data[5]. In a blockchain,
that trusted gatekeeper is replaced by
computers all over the internet, each
maintaining its own copy of the database.
When Alice wants to transmit money to
Bob, she broadcasts the transaction to the
validators, who must validate for
themselves that the transaction follows to
the blockchain's rules (for example, that
Alice did not send more bitcoins than she
owns)[6].
3. Blockchain and Voting
Experts in both cybersecurity and voting see
blockchains as needlessly complicated, and
no more secure than other online ballots.
Blockchain technology might be used to
protect voting systems and votes against
manipulation by individuals attempting to
influence an election. It might be used to
build a transparent, end-to-end voting
system. Several proposals have been made
to use blockchains for voting.
Blockchain technology fills up several gaps
that would otherwise prevent online voting
from becoming a reality[7]. Given its ability
to protect transactions and maintain
traceability such that every transaction is
reviewed and there is permanency of record
and no potential for a single organisation to
modify the record, blockchain could
improve voting integrity and voter
confidence[8].
4. Addressing the Security Issues
Blockchain provides a degree of security
and trust that is currently unavailable. As
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with every system, security vulnerabilities
will arise at some point.. However, the
identity
management
protocols
in
blockchain and the authentication protocols
make it difficult, but not impossible, to
hack[9]. With blockchain, votes could be
verified after the voting is finished, so that
officials can be certain that the vote are
counted
correctly.
This
may
be
accomplished without the necessity for a
centralised organisation to monitor the
results. The concept of a distributed ledger
system is that there is no central body in
blockchain systems. As a result, at any one
time, there exist various recordings of what
constitutes 'truth.'
Only after transactions are verified and
records are trusted are they committed to
the ledger[10].
5. How Blockchain Voting System Would
be Work
The voter registration process would still
need to happen off the chain. There has to
be an authority which determines who can
vote and who cannot. If the authority
agency determines that a user is eligible to
vote, the user would receive a key or a
token. This is similar to receiving a
coin[11]. This token can then help the user
to vote exactly once. Blockchains will
guarantee that a user cannot vote multiple
times using the same token[12]. The
mechanism used to prevent this is
analogous to the mechanism used to prevent
'double spending' in cryptocurrencies based
on blockchains. The beauty of voting based
on blockchain is that it's decentralized.
There is no central agency which must be
trusted to conduct the elections fairly and
securely. Anybody can participate and

become a node in the system. The nodes
will collectively ensure that the system is
available throughout the duration of the
election, and that the votes are counted
correctly[13].
6. Early Implementations
Blockchain voting is still in its infancy, and
hasn't been used in any large-scale open
elections. But it has been deployed for some
voting processes[14]. Forexample, Nasdaq
used blockchain for shareholder voting in
Estonia. And, earlier this year, West
Virginia became the first state to pilot test a
blockchain based platform for mobile
voting, using the technology for 2018
primary election. Blockchains are a very
interesting and useful technology for
distributed consensus where there is no
central authority[15]. But elections just
don’t fit that model. The actual use,
however, was confined to an outsider
observer hired for the election who tested its
own blockchain technology in one of the
districts. It works for recording votes, but
even blockchain startups require extra
layers of technology for more difficult tasks
like verifying voters, keeping ballots
private, and allowing each voter to verify
their vote was counted. Supplements the
blockchain
with
biometric
identity
verification, employing built-in fingerprint
readers and facial recognition on
smartphones and tablets to authenticate
voters, making it more powerful than
previous online systems[16].
7. Blockchain and the Democratic
Process
Blockchain voting help ensure the integrity
of the democratic process is still a question.
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That might be overstating things a bit. But
no doubt there is potential for using the
technology to improve voting processes and
tighten up security[17]. However, I feel that
blockchains add certain critical aspects that
were missing in previous ideas. It could be
the deciding factor in making online voting
a reality. University College London
blockchain researcher Instead, users create
public "addresses" that function as depositonly account numbers for receiving money,
as well as hidden digital "keys" that are
required to transfer money out of the
corresponding accounts. There is no
recourse if you lose your secret key or leak
it to a thief, in which case your address
might as well contain the ashes of dollar
bills. This situation will not fly for
government elections, where state and local
authorities manage lists of eligible voters.
8. Conclusion
Blockchain voting would require more than
simply replacing Bitcoin transactions with
votes. Bitcoin works because you don’t
need
centrally
issued
identities.
blockchains’ most prominent uses are
monetary, there is no reason they cannot
store other types of data and votes would
seem an excellent fit. Blockchain as a
technology is far superior than what is
currently available. As is typically the case
with technology, some caution is required.
Blockchain is not a panacea for the
immensely complex problem of free and
fair voting.
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